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August 29, 2022 

Via ECFS 

Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary 
Federal Communications Commission 
45 L Street NE 
Washington, DC 20554 

RE: Dahua Technology USA Inc.   
Request for Confidential Treatment of Dahua Ex Parte  
ET Docket No. 21-232 

Dear Ms. Dortch: 

By this letter, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552 and Sections 0.457 and 0.459 of the Commission’s Rules, 
47 C.F.R. §§ 0.457, 0.459, Dahua Technology USA Inc. (“Dahua USA”) requests that the attached 
unredacted version of Dahua USA’s ex parte (“Ex Parte”), which is being filed with the Secretary via 
overnight delivery, be treated as confidential and not subject to public inspection. A redacted version 
of the Ex Parte is being filed via ECFS with a copy of this Request. As described below, Dahua USA’s 
request satisfies the standards for grant of such requests set forth in Sections 0.457 and 0.459 of 
the Commission’s Rules.  

In accordance with Section 0.459(b) and in support of this request, Dahua USA provides the following 
information: 

Identification of the Information for Which Confidential Treatment is Sought. 

Dahua USA seeks confidential treatment of certain market share information, including market share 
of Dahua USA’s original equipment manufacturer (“OEM”) business, Dahua USA-branded business, 
and Lorex-branded business (“Confidential Information”).  

Identification of the Commission proceeding in which the information was submitted or 
a description of the circumstances giving rise to the submission. 

Dahua USA is filing this Ex Parte providing the Commission additional information regarding (1) 
Dahua USA’s OEM and white-label business and the related equipment authorization process and (2) 
proposed supplemental measures to further prevent Dahua USA equipment from being used for 
public safety, critical infrastructure, and national security purposes. The Ex Parte also responds to 
certain deceptive allegations made by IPVM, LLC. 
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Explanation of the degree to which the information is commercial or financial or contains 
a trade secret or is privileged.   

The Confidential Information contains confidential and proprietary commercial information of Dahua 
USA that is not routinely available for public inspection and is not made publicly available in the 
ordinary course of business. The Confidential Information therefore qualifies for protection pursuant 
to Commission rules and the Administrative Procedure Act.  

Explanation of the degree to which the information concerns a service that is 
competitive.  

The Confidential Information contains sensitive information regarding the market share of Dahua 
USA’s products, and the overall size of the U.S. video surveillance products market.  

Explanation of how disclosure of the information could result in substantial competitive 
harm.   

Disclosure of the Confidential Information would cause substantial competitive harm to Dahua USA’s 
market position vis-à-vis its competitors attempting to develop equipment and services in the video 
surveillance market, by giving its competitors insight into its revenues and the focus of its marketing 
strategy. 

Identification of any measures taken by the requesting party to prevent unauthorized 
disclosure. 

The Confidential Information is highly confidential and closely guarded.  Dahua USA takes significant 
care to ensure that such information is not released to competitors or the public.   

Identification of whether the information is available to the public and the extent of any 
previous disclosures of the information to any third parties. 

Dahua USA compiled the Confidential Information specifically to respond to the Commission’s request 
for additional information and has not made this information publicly available through any previous 
disclosures. 

Justification of the requested period of confidentiality  

Dahua USA requests that the Commission hold the Confidential Information out of public view for a 
minimum of seven (7) years. Release of this information may cause substantial harm to Dahua USA 
for the reasons set forth herein.   

-*-*-*-*- 
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To the extent you have questions or concerns related to this submission, please contact the 
undersigned.  

Respectfully submitted,  

/s/ Andrew D. Lipman 

Andrew D. Lipman 

Counsel to Dahua Technology USA Inc
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Via ECFS 

Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary 
Federal Communications Commission 
45 L Street NE 
Washington, DC 20554 

RE: Dahua Technology USA Inc.  
Confidential Ex Parte  
ET Docket No. 21-232 

Dear Ms. Dortch: 

Dahua Technology USA Inc. (“Dahua USA”) respectfully submits the attached confidential and 
unredacted version of ex parte responding to certain information requested by the Commission.  

To the extent you have questions or concerns related to this submission, please contact the 
undersigned. 

Respectfully submitted,  

/s/ Andrew D. Lipman 

Andrew D. Lipman

Counsel to Dahua Technology USA Inc. 
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August 29, 2022 

VIA ECFS 

Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary 
Federal Communications Commission 
45 L Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20554

Re: Dahua Technology USA Inc. Ex Parte, Protecting Against National Security 
Threats to the Communications Supply Chain Through the Equipment 
Authorization Program  
ET Docket No. 21-232

Dear Ms. Dortch: 

During an August 10, 2022, ex parte teleconference (as described in my letter of August 11, 
2022, filed in the above-captioned docket), the Commission staff asked Dahua Technology USA 
Inc. (“Dahua USA”) if it could provide additional information regarding (1) Dahua USA’s original 
equipment manufacturer (“OEM”) and white-label business and the related equipment 
authorization process and (2) proposed supplemental measures to further prevent Dahua USA 
equipment from being used for public safety, critical infrastructure, and national security 
purposes. This letter provides the Commission with the requested information and proposal, as 
well as responses to certain deceptive allegations made by IPVM, LLC.1

I. DAHUA USA’S OEM AND WHITE-LABEL BUSINESS 

Pursuant to Commission staff’s request, Dahua USA provides a description of the flow of its OEM 
business, a discussion of Dahua USA’s market share, and an overview of its equipment 
authorization process.  

Under the OEM business model, Dahua USA imports equipment made by its parent company, 
Zhejiang Dahua Technology Co., Ltd (“Zhejiang Dahua”) used in the OEM customer’s end 
product. Similar to the OEM models used in many other industries, Dahua USA’s OEM customers 

1 See Ex Parte of IPVM, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed August 10, 2022) (“IPVM Ex Parte”). 
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in need of video camera products and solutions often reach out to several video camera 
manufacturers and place manufacturing orders with the selected manufacturer(s) based on the 
OEM customer’s business model and marketing strategy. OEM customers often turn to Dahua 
USA for their manufacturing needs because they can get the best possible quality, reliability, 
and safety for their products. Generally speaking, Dahua USA acts as a contract manufacturer 
for its OEM customers and delivers products based on the customer’s specification for product 
features, hardware and software capabilities, product appearance, labeling, packaging, etc.  

Once the product is delivered to the OEM customer, the customer controls the marketing and 
sale of the product. Also, as a general rule, the OEM customer acts as the responsible party for 
obtaining any required FCC equipment authorization, whether by Supplier’s Declaration of 
Conformity or by certification, as applicable. Where an OEM product incorporates components 
from existing Dahua USA products that have already received equipment authorization, which 
is sometimes but not always the case, Dahua USA will provide the customer with copies of 
applicable testing data. 

***BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL***  
 
 
 

 ***END
CONFIDENTIAL***

II. PROPOSED GUARDRAILS AGAINST NDAA COMPLIANCE FAILURES 

Dahua USA continues to work with its distributors and dealers to ensure “covered 
telecommunications equipment or services,” as defined under section 889(f)(3)(B) of the John 
S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019 (“NDAA”),2 do not reach end-
users who are using Dahua USA covered equipment for public safety, critical infrastructure, and 
national security purposes. To facilitate the Commission’s efforts to achieve its statutory 
mandate to secure the communications equipment supply chain, Dahua USA proposes to 
implement a variety of “belt and suspenders” measures to guard against NDAA compliance 
failures by its distributors, dealers, and end-users. These proposals include implementing 
product and package labeling, imposing recordkeeping measures, and requiring that dealers 
and distributors of Dahua USA equipment make certain representations and sign certifications 
ensuring compliance with NDAA rules.  

Dahua USA would not object to the Commission incorporating the following measures into its 
equipment authorization rules as a condition of Dahua USA continuing to be eligible to use the 
SDoC process. 

2 National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019, Pub. L. No. 115-232, 
§ 889(f)(3)(B), 132 Stat. 1636, 1917 (2018) (“2019 NDAA”). 
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A. Product and Package Labeling 

Dahua USA proposes to adopt product and package labeling that includes statements which 
make it clear that Dahua USA products are not eligible for use for any purposes delineated by 
Section 889 of the NDAA.3 Use and sale restriction labels are common in other industries and 
markets for the sale of products including pesticides, firearms, toys and games, tobacco 
products, and alcohol. In many of these industries, the relevant regulatory bodies promulgated 
regulations implementing labeling requirements, often to ensure proper use, safety measures, 
and sales limitations. Dahua USA plans to rely on the below sample set of labeling regulations 
as models for its own proposed package and product labeling plan: 

 Pesticides Products. Pesticides subject to “restricted use requirements”4 are only 
eligible for use by a certified applicator or under the direct supervision of a certified 
applicator.5 To ensure that these restrictions are followed, restricted use pesticides must 
contain certain statements on labels, in specific formats, pursuant to Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) regulation.6 The EPA guidelines contain examples of formatting 
and use restriction language, including: (1) a front panel statement of “Restricted Use 
Pesticide”, in the same minimum sizes as required for human hazard signal word;7 and 
(2) a summary statement of the terms of restriction imposed as a precondition to 
registration,8 such as “For retail sale to and use only by Certified Applicators or persons 
under their direct supervision and only for those uses covered by the Certified 
Applicator's certification.” 

 Firearms. Sales of firearms and related products are often restricted to certain users 
that are the proper age, pass the requisite background checks, and obtain the relevant 
licenses and certifications. As such, manufacturers and importers must comply with 
various package and product labeling requirements. For example, packages for armor 
piercing ammunitions must be conspicuously labeled with the following message: “FOR 
GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES OR EXPORTATION ONLY.” 9

 Toys and Games. The Consumer Product Safety Commission requires various safety 
warnings for toys and games that are marketed to children.10 Although these labels 
mainly highlight hazards and age restrictions, they are nevertheless helpful examples of 
cautionary label designs and use restrictions. For example, cautionary labels required 

3 Out of an abundance of caution, Dahua USA is prepared to attach these labels to all 
products that are subject to the equipment authorization rules, regardless of whether they constitute 
“telecommunications equipment” or “video surveillance equipment” under Section 889. 

4 See United States Environmental Protection Agency, Restricted Use Products (RUP) Report 
(last accessed Aug. 22, 2022), available at: https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-worker-safety/restricted-
use-products-rup-report.  

5 See id. 

6 40 C.F.R. § 156.10.  

7 Id. § 156.10(j)(2)(i)(A). 

8 Id. § 156.10(j)(2)(i)(B). 

9 27 C.F.R. § 478.92(b)(2).  

10 Federal Hazardous Substances Act, 16 C.F.R. § 1500.20. 
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for various types of toys often state “CHOKING HAZARD – Small parts Not for children 
under 3 yrs.”11

 Alcohol Products. Alcohol products are required to bear a health warning with the 

following statement: “GOVERNMENT WARNING: (1) According to the Surgeon General, 

women should not drink alcoholic beverages during pregnancy because of the risk of 

birth defects. (2) Consumption of alcoholic beverages impairs your ability to drive a car 

or operate machinery, and may cause health problems.”12 This government warning is 

an example of a statement that is more detailed and contains more information than 

the previous short-form statements above. 

 Tobacco Products. The label, packaging, and shipping containers of tobacco products, 

including cigarettes, are regulated by the Food and Drug Administration and must bear 

the statement that “sale [is] only allowed in the United States.”13

Dahua USA proposes to create its own customer product and package labels, using the above 
examples as guidance. Dahua USA can work with the Commission to adopt similar design 
elements, including creating labels with statements that are conspicuous, in large font and 
capitalized letters, and in clear contrast to the label background. Dahua USA also proposes to 
put labels on both the product itself and the product packaging, to ensure that all parties, 
including Dahua USA’s distributors, dealers, and end-users, with plans to distribute or resell 
Dahua USA equipment, are aware of the relevant NDAA compliance restrictions. 

In terms of content, Dahua USA proposes to include language that is similar to the various 
warning statements discussed above, as these statements serve similar purposes as Dahua 
USA’s intended purpose for the labels. For example, Dahua USA may implement a simple and 
concise label that states: “RESTRICTED USE: FOR GENERAL COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL 
USE ONLY. NOT TO BE USED FOR PUBLIC SAFETY, CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE, OR NATIONAL 
SECURITY PURPOSES.”  

Because this type of statement is modeled after regulations promulgated by other regulatory 
bodies overseeing product sales, Dahua USA’s proposal is consistent with the existing product 
label and marking rules widely accepted and adopted across various industries and markets. 
Dahua USA is willing to work with the Commission to devise appropriate language for its product 
and package labels to most efficiently and effectively ensure Dahua USA products are used in a 
way that complies with NDAA restrictions. 

B. Recordkeeping 

Dahua USA also proposes to incorporate recordkeeping measures for both Dahua USA and its 
distributors, dealers, resellers, and other relevant counterparties. As proven by the regulatory 
bodies of the other industries, the proposed recordkeeping measures can help Dahua USA keep 
track of its sales of covered products, and ensure transparency throughout the flow of sales and 
distributions to end users.  

11 Id. § 1500.20(d). 

12 27 C.F.R. § 16.21. 

13 Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. § 387t.  
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For example, the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act contains helpful guidance on potential 
recordkeeping measures. Pursuant to 21 C.F.R. § 1100.204, tobacco product manufacturers 
that introduce a product, or deliver it for introduction, into interstate commerce must maintain 
records that show that the tobacco product was commercially marketed in the United States.14

These records must be retained for at least four years. Section 251.18 imposes post-importation 
requirements, requiring that an importer must submit records to the FDA within five calendar 
days of receiving notice from the agency of a records request.15

Dahua USA can implement a similar recordkeeping process to show that its products were 
marketed by distributors, dealers, resellers, and other counterparties for general commercial 
use, and for none of the NDAA-restricted purposes. These records would be retained for an 
extended period of time and could also be made available to the Commission upon an advance 
written notice. 

C. Certifications and Representations  

Dahua USA also proposes to require that distributors make certain representations about its 
sale and distribution of covered Dahua equipment. Specifically, Dahua USA intends to require 
that its dealers and distributors submit signed certifications that represent, among other things, 
that Dahua USA equipment is sold for general commercial purposes only. 

Dahua USA suggests an approach modeled on the specific measures under the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation (“FAR”) related to government contracts. Under those regulations, 
offerors of equipment and services to Federal government agencies must represent whether 
they will or will not “provide covered telecommunications equipment or services to the 
Government in the performance of any contract, subcontract or other contractual instrument 
resulting from this solicitation.”16 Similarly, under the FAR, offerors must represent whether they 
do or do not “use covered telecommunications equipment or services, or use any equipment, 
system, or service that uses covered telecommunications equipment or services.”17 If an offeror 
represents that it plans to provide or use such covered equipment or services, it must disclose 
other pertinent information, including an “explanation of the proposed use of covered 
telecommunications equipment and any factors relevant to determining if such use would be 
permissible under the prohibition.”18 Additionally, the FAR requires that contractors report when 
they identify covered telecommunications equipment or services being used as a substantial or 
essential component of any system, or as critical technology.19 This requirement must also be 
inserted in subcontracts and other contractual instruments.20

14 21 C.F.R. § 1100.204.  

15 Id. § 251.18(d)(8). 

16 48 C.F.R. § 52.204-24(d)(1). 

17 Id. at § 52.204-24(d)(2). 

18 Id. at § 52.204-24(e)(1)(i)(C). 

19 Id. at § 52-204.25(d). 

20 Id. at § 52-204.25(e). 
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Consistent with this approach, Dahua USA proposes to include in its terms of sale to all 
distributors, dealers, and other customers the following representations and covenants: 

 [Customer] will not sell, or offer for sale, any covered Dahua USA telecommunications 
equipment to any executive agency of the United States federal government. 

 [Customer] will not sell, offer for sale, or market covered Dahua USA 
telecommunications equipment to any person for the purpose of public safety, security 
of government facilities, physical security surveillance of critical infrastructure, and other 
national security purposes (“prohibited purposes”).  

 [Customer] will promptly report to Dahua USA any sales or uses of covered Dahua USA 
equipment for prohibited purposes. 

 Any contract, sales order, or other terms of sale entered into between [Customer] and 
any buyer of covered Dahua USA equipment will include representations and covenants 
comparable to those in this section.  

 [Customer] must certify annually to Dahua USA that it has complied with each of the 
above terms. 

III. RESPONSES TO IPVM’S BASELESS CLAIMS 

Dahua USA also takes this opportunity to respond to certain claims raised in IPVM’s August 10, 
2022, ex parte submission. Specifically, Dahua USA takes issue with IPVM’s attempt to draw 
negative implications about Dahua USA’s cybersecurity practice. As the record will show, if 
anything, it is IPVM who has been feeding one-sided and heavily opinionated stories, in an effort 
to promote its agenda. By inviting Dahua USA to comment on IPVM’s false claims but then 
completely ignoring Dahua USA’s good-faith responses, IPVM once again demonstrates that it 
is an advocacy group rather than a self-proclaimed independent research organization. 

To begin with, in its ex parte, IPVM asserted that its claim that the September 2021 
vulnerabilities affected “more than ten million devices” in the United States is accurate because 
IPVM “stated that the two vulnerabilities together with Hikvision’s vulnerability reported the 
same month affected more than ten million devices, which is likely an underestimate.”21 Dahua 
USA cannot speculate on the number of Hikvision devices impacted by some other vulnerability. 
Although Dahua USA cannot provide the exact number of devices impacted by the vulnerability, 
it can confirm that the only product line that was impacted was Dahua USA’s IP devices, and 
the aggregate number of IP devices Dahua USA has sold in the U.S. is not anywhere close to 
10 million. Hence, it is impossible that Dahua USA’s impacted devices were “more than ten 
million devices.” Even if the number cited by IPVM were (hypothetically) accurate in the 
aggregate, its presentation that lumped together unrelated vulnerabilities in Hikvision and 
Dahua products was clearly misleading. Indeed, this is reflective of repeated attempts by IPVM 
to falsely suggest that Dahua and Hikvision are essentially a single entity (which it often refers 
to with the derogatory name, “Hikua”). The implications that all “those” companies are the same 
by virtue of being headquartered in China is a longstanding xenophobic and racist trope. In fact, 
Dahua and Hikvision are completely separate companies that compete fiercely in every market 
in which we both operate. 

21 IPVM Ex Parte at 1. 
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Dahua USA also strongly disagrees with IPVM’s mischaracterization of Dahua USA’s remedial 
action as “the minimum steps one would expect.”22 In responding to the vulnerability, Dahua 
USA did not “just” release a notice; instead, Dahua USA timely developed patches, informed all 
Dahua USA dealers, provided guidance on installing new versions and upgrades, and offered 
tech support and other resources to affected customers to ensure the vulnerability would have 
minimal impact on users. IPVM’s attempt to highlight the “2 months” waiting period also misses 
the mark. According to the security industry standard and recommended practice, the disclosure 
timeframe is the starting point of the process rather than a hard deadline.23 And providing a fix 
within 90 days after an issue is first exposed is considered responsible and reasonable, as a 
company needs time to analyze the vulnerability, develop firmware, and to test the firmware 
before releasing the fix. In practice, Dahua USA often takes less than the recommended 45-90 
days to provide fixes.  

Although Zhejiang Dahua has already responded to IPVM’s allegations that the company 
accepted a mass surveillance contract in the Xinjiang region,24 IPVM still insists that “Dahua 
refuses to take accountability for its actions.”25 Dahua USA encourages IPVM to release Zhejiang 
Dahua’s full responses publicly. For the Commission’s reference and to the best of Dahua USA’s 
knowledge, IPVM’s claim is based on a project that was entered into more than five years ago 
and was based on system installation work using off-the-shelf Zhejiang Dahua products and 
solutions. The mentioned project does not change the fact that Zhejiang Dahua’s business in 
Xinjiang is that of an equipment and solution provider rather than a purchaser or end user. 
Zhejiang Dahua did not play any part in operating and utilizing the functionalities of the project, 
and Zhejiang Dahua is no longer providing any project-related routine system maintenance. 
Indeed, Zhejiang Dahua’s current business in the Xinjiang region is limited to enterprises and 
commercial markets only.   

And lastly, concerning the screenshot referenced in IPVM’s ex parte suggesting the “real-time 
Uyghur warnings” feature,26 Zhejiang Dahua reiterates that it never has and never will develop 
a product or solution to identify or target any specific ethnic group. The screenshot was a 
historical internal software design requirement document. That specific feature, however, was 
never implemented by Zhejiang Dahua or put into commercial use.  

22 IPVM Ex Parte at 1. 

23  CERT Guide to CVD, CERT Coordination Center, available at 
https://vuls.cert.org/confluence/display/CVD/5.1+Choosing+a+Disclosure+Policy (“we recommend 
that both vendors and reporters treat policy-declared disclosure timeframes as the starting point of 
a negotiation process rather than a hard deadline”) (“CERT Guideline”); see also Vulnerability 
Disclosure FAQ, Google’s Project Zero Team, available at 
https://googleprojectzero.blogspot.com/p/vulnerability-disclosure-faq.html (recommending a 90-
day deadline). 

24 See Ex Parte of Dahua Technology USA Inc., ET Docket No. 21-232, at 5 (filed July 13, 
2022) (“Dahua USA July 13 Ex Parte”). 

25 IPVM Ex Parte at 2. 

26 See IPVM Ex Parte at 2.  
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Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned with any questions. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Andrew D. Lipman 

Andrew D. Lipman 
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP 
1111 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20004 
(202) 373-6033 
andrew.lipman@morganlewis.com 

Counsel to Dahua Technology USA Inc.
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